SPORADES TOURING

GREEN NATURE, BLUE CULTURE, PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
Sporades Islands are forming a geological boundary between the north-western and the
central part of Aegean. They are composed by a complex of four main islands (Skiathos,
Skopelos, Alonnisos and Skyros) with several smaller uninhabited ones and they
accommodate the most extended Marine Park of Europe. Touring around this area
offers a variety of unique natural features, a direct contact with the origins or our
civilization and an infinitive field for outdoor activities.
Being natives or becoming habitants of this particular place means also sharing the
sense of belonging to this ecosystem with our guests. Our aim is to provide experiences
based on three key features; Green Nature, Blue Culture and Physical Activities. With
those components we offer the following options:
1. Escorted Swimming Trips(from 50€ /person)
We organize a variety of trips for any level of experience. From coastal to open water
swimming and island hopping an in-water or on-board assistant escorts small groups of
swimmers (of up to four persons each).
2. Skippered Boat Cruising(from 240€ /cruise)
Our wooden boat is a little miracle of the greek shipping. TRITON is licenced for up to 8
passengers for day cruising and berths 4 persons in multi-day excursions. Slow-food is a
highlight among the unspoiled sites we visit.
3. Guided Coastal Explorations(from 80€ /person)
The balance between Land and Sea looks like human being. Exploring the coastline, in or
out of the water, for shorter or longer trails is an apocalypse of our self. Seatrekking is
the ultimate activity for feeling the heartbeat of Sporades.

Combinations of the above are available upon request. A selection of other activities, provided by
our partners at Sporades islands, Pelion and Evia, can also be arranged.
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